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The inTernaTional 
epidemic of concreTe 

canoing
By John A. Gilbert

AbstrAct
Concrete� canoeing� has� become� an� international� epidemic� that� has� no� apparent� cure.� � But� this� paper�

addresses�some�of�the�symptoms�associated�with�the�disease�and�suggests�one�possible�mechanism…�for�
crowing�the�second�undisputed�Concrete�Canoe�Champion�of�the�World.� �It� includes�an�historical�insight�
into�international�competition�and�some�of�the�traditions�that�have�been�established.��Observations�are�made�
regarding� selected� entries� as� well� as� the� level� of� performance� of� the� competitors� and� their� potential� for�
becoming�involved�at�a�higher�level.

Introduction

On�May�16,�1971,�civil�engineering�students�at�the�Univer-
sity�of�Illinois�emerged�victorious�over�a�group�from�Purdue�in�
what is believed to be the world’s first concrete canoe competi-
tion�(Hurd�1972).�Under�the�direction�of�Professor�Clyde�Kesler,�
the Urbana crew earned the distinction of becoming the first 
and�only�undisputed�Concrete�Canoe�Champion�of�the�World…�
since,� by� the� following� year,� at� least� three� different� regional�
competitions�were�held.

Kessler’s� concept� for� building� concrete� canoes� was� the�
impetus�for�an�energetic�student�activities�program�developed�
by�the�American�Concrete�Institute’s�(ACI)�Educational�Activi-
ties�Committee.�Chapters� from�the�American�Society�of�Civil�
Engineers�(ASCE),�ACI�Chapters,�and�other�local�organizations�
subsequently� joined� the� effort� in� what� evolved� to� the� current�
U.S.�National�Concrete�Canoe�Competition�(Gilbert�2006).

But�nowadays,�for�a�crew�to�claim�an�international�title,�they�
would�have�to�better�the�efforts�of�several�hundred�teams�from�
many� different� countries,� possibly� facing� Olympic� hopefuls�
in� the� process.�Try� typing� the� strings� “concrete� canoeing”� or�
“concrete�canoe”� into�a�major� search�engine� like�Goggle�and�
you’ll� see�about�1.��million�hits…�clearly�demonstrating� that�
concrete�canoeing�has�become�an�international�epidemic.

The�infection�is�so�widespread�that�there�is�no�cure.�But�one�
possible� solution� for� treating� the� many� symptoms� associated�

with�the�disease�would�be�to�encourage�international�coopera-
tion�so� that�a�uniform�set�of�rules�could�be�formulated.�Then,�
with�some�global�planning,�establish�a�date,�location,�and�host�
for� a� world� meet…� to� allow� the� second� undisputed� Concrete�
Canoe�Champion�of�the�World�to�be�crowned.

This� paper� includes� an�historical� insight� into� international�
competition� and� some� of� the� traditions� that� have� been� estab-
lished�along�the�way.�Observations�are�made�regarding�selected�
entries�as�well�as� the� level�of�performance�of� the�competitors�
and�their�potential�for�becoming�involved�at�a�higher�level.

ASCE U.S. National Concrete Canoe 
Competition

The first U.S. National Concrete Canoe Competition (NCCC) 
came�to�fruition�in�the�summer�of�1988�after�almost�two�years�
of�discussion�between�representatives�from�ASCE�and�Master�
Builders,� Inc.� (now�know�as�BASF�Construction�Chemicals).�
Since�then,�many�other�sponsors�have�joined�the�effort�including�
ACI,�Penetron,�Baker�Concrete�Construction,�Pennoni,�Bentley,�
Norchem,�Holcim,�Propex�Concrete�Systems,�and�U.S.�Silica.

As� of� 2008,� there� are� 279�ASCE� student� chapters,� clubs,�
and�international�student�groups.�And,�during�the�twenty�years�
that� the�NCCCs�have�been�held,��39�teams�with�an�estimated�
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7,600� students� have� participated� at� the� national� level� (Team�
UAH� 2007).� According� to� a� survey� completed� prior� to� the�
200��NCCC,�an�estimated�3,�00�teams�and�more�than�26,�00�
students�have�entered�the�regional�competitions�in�the�hopes�of�
qualifying. Projecting these figures to date raises them to over 
4,000 teams and 38,500 students. Two new schools qualified in 
2007�bringing� the� total�number�of�schools� that�participated�at�
the�national�level�to�107.

There� have� been� only� seven� schools� to� win� the� ASCE�
National�Concrete�Canoe�Competition:�University�of�Wisconsin�
–� Madison� (Badgers),� University� of� Alabama� in� Huntsville�
(Team� UAH),� University� of� California� -� Berkeley� (Bears),�
Clemson� University� (3CT),� Florida� Institute� of� Technology�
(FIT),�Michigan�State�University�(MSU),�and�the�South�Dakota�
School�of�Mines�and�Technology�(SD�Tech).

The� UW-Madison� Badgers,� Team� UAH,� Berkeley� Bears,�
and�Clemson’s�3CT�are�the�only�teams�to�have�won�the�compe-
tition�more�than�once.�All�four�schools�have�won�back-to-back�
titles;� the�Berkeley�Bears�are� the�only� school� to�have�accom-
plished� this� feat� twice.�UW-Madison� stands� alone� in�winning�
five consecutive national championships.

As�you�look�this�list�of�multiple-title�holders�over,�you�may�
be�surprised�to�learn�how�deep�the�blood�of�concrete�canoeing�
really� runs� and� some� of� the� traditions� that� have� been� upheld�
by�these�teams.�The�Badgers�from�the�University�of�Wisconsin-
Madison� currently� reign� as� the� national� champions.� They�
hosted their first regional concrete canoe competition in 1976 
and� have� hosted� nationals� twice.� Nowadays,� as� illustrated� in��
Figure�1,�you’ll�always�see�team�members�wearing�their�bright�
red�bandanas�while�on�the�water�during�a�competition.

Five-time� national� champion,� University� of� Alabama� in�
Huntsville,�hails�from�the�Southeast�and�has�been�in�the�game�
for only twenty years. But the first Southeast Regional Competi-
tion�was�held�at�North�Carolina�State�in�197�.�Pictured�in�Figure�
2�with� “Survivor”� in�2001,�UAH�relied�on� team�dynamics� to�
develop a winning strategy. This tradition has been reflected in 

their name, “Team UAH,” since the school first won a national 
title�in�1993.

The� four-time�national� champion,�Berkeley�Bears,�partici-
pated in the first West Coast Concrete Canoe Race held in 1972. 
As�illustrated�in�Figure�3,�UCB�tradition�dictates�that�on�alter-
nate years, the string “CAL” or “BEAR” appears in the team’s 
canoe�name/theme.�Their�2008�entry,� for�example,� is�entitled,�
“VOCAL.”

Clemson�University�earned�three�national�titles�and�hosted�
their first regional competition in 1976. They hosted nationals in 
200��and�hold�the�longest�consecutive�winning�streak�in�NCCC�
history�at�1��years.�This�unbelievable�feat�was�made�possible�in�
part�by�the�dedication�of�3CT’s�long�standing�faculty�advisor,�
Dr.�Serji�Amirkhanian�(see�Figure��)…�who�students�say�had�
two�rules:�do�your�best�and�keep�your�mouth�shut.�As�a�result,�
Clemson� became� one� of� the� most� respected� and� well-liked�
schools�in�the�game.

Historically,�international�involvement�in�the�U.S.�competi-
tion�has�progressively�increased.�The�Universite�de�Sherbrooke�
has the distinction of being the first international competitor 

Figure 1. The “Badgers” traditionally wear bright red 
bandanas

Figure 2. “Team UAH” emphasizes the “team” concept

Figure 3. You’ll always see either “CAL” or “BEAR” in UC 
Berkeley’s canoe name/theme
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invited� to� participate� at� the� NCCC� in� 199�.� ETS� (Ecole� de�
Technologie�Superieure)�made�their�debut�in�1999�and�partici-
pated�again�in�2007�while�the�Universidad�Nacional�Autonoma�
de Mexico joined the field in 2002. But seven-time Cana-
dian� National� champion� Universite� Laval� has� been� the� most�
successful�of�the�international�contingent,�appearing�six�times�at�
the�U.S.�Nationals�while�placing�second�in�three�of�their�stints.

A Race to Innovate

Take� an� impossible-sounding� challenge,� add� determined�
groups�of�students�and�top�it�off�with�inter-university�rivalries,�
and�you�have�a�sure�recipe�for�creativity.�The�NCCC�is�a�case�
in�point,�with�the�winning�boats�exhibiting�a�variety�of�unique�
designs.

Hull� designs� have� evolved� considerably� since� the� compe-
tition’s� early� days.� Today’s� concrete� canoes� are� faster� than�
commercially� available� aluminum� ones� and� could� challenge�

the� fastest� Olympic� sprint� boats,� provided� the� latter� also� had�
to�make�the�180�degree�turn�that�is�part�of�the�civil�engineering�
challenge.

Consider, for example, the two fastest entries fielded at the 
2007�NCCC�by�the�University�of�Wisconsin�“Badgers”�and�the�
University�of�Florida�“Gators.”�Figure���shows�approximately�
what�the�boats�looked�like�including�cross�sections�at�the�widest�
points.

Wisconsin’s� hull� design� team� capitalized� on� their� prede-
cessors’�efforts� to� improve�maneuverability,� increase�stability,�
and�reduce�frictional�resistance.�As�a�result,�“Descendant”�(see�
Figure�1)�exhibited�good�acceleration,�top�speed,�turning�abili-
ties,� and� straight� line� control.� The� team� was� able� to� enhance�
these� attributes� by� taking� stem,� deadwood,� and� rocker� into�
account.

Due�to�dimensional�constraints,�a�truncated�stern�was�used�
to� increase� the�hull’s� effective� length�at� speed-to-length� (S/L,�
knots/feet1/2)�ratios�greater�than�1.�.�Hull�engineers�used�past�
race�speeds�to�determine�that�their�boat’s�S/L�ratio�would�range�
from�1.0�to�1.8.�Under�low-power�light-loads,�their�canoe’s�S/L�
ratio�was�below�1.�,�creating�a�drag-inducing� turbulent�wake.�
To�counteract�these�effects,�the�bottom�of�the�canoe’s�stern�was�
designed� with� a� shallow� “V”� to� exit� the� water� as� a� point� for�
all�load�cases�with�expected�S/L�ratios�of�1.��and�below.�This�
stern design improved efficiency for heavier load cases without 
greatly�hindering�the�lighter�paddlers�[University�of�Wisconsin�
2007].

According� to� the� author’s� observations,� the� Badgers� kept�
the�widest�point�aft�of�the�midpoint�and�incorporated�a�highly�
asymmetrical� rocker� to� locate� the� center� of� rotation� closer� to�
the�bow…�so�that� their�hull�spun�with�less�effort.�They�relied�
on a variable rocker profile to improve straight line control and 

stern-initiated� turns...� by� decreasing� the�
lateral� plane� area� in� the� bow� and� raising�
it� in� the� stern.� The� team� also� skewed� the�
lateral�plane�by�cutting�away�the�deadwood�
portions�of�the�stems...�to�a�greater�extent�in�
the�bow�than�in�the�stern.

The Badgers relied primarily on a flat 
bottom�and�went�with�hard�chines�to�further�
increase� maneuverability.� Their� boat� was�
designed� to� turn� around� two�axes�of� rota-
tion,� thus� allowing� both� bow-� and� stern-
initiated�turns.

Wisconsin’s� predecessors� performed�
an�elaborate�analysis�to�establish�the�chine�
geometry�that�yielded�the�best�stability�char-
acteristics.�When�“Descendant”�was�leaned�
on�edge,� the�designers�were�able� to�make�
its� chine� act� like� a� curved� keel,� enabling�

Figure 4. Faculty dedication helped Clemson establish their 
impressive winning streak

Figure 5. A comparison of hull designs
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the�hull�to�turn�itself.�The�boat’s�hard�chines�enhanced�maneu-
verability� but� tended� to� increase� wetted� surface� area...� which�
increased� friction.� But� the� design� team� countered� the� friction�
associated�with�the�chines�by�decreasing�the�length,�the�largest�
contributor�to�overall�area.�They�also�varied�the�prismatic�coef-
ficient with crew weight... to achieve better acceleration for two-
paddler�sprints�and�improved�glide�for�three-paddler�endurance�
races�and�four-paddler�sprints.

Over� the� last� �� years,� Florida’s� design� teams� have� devel-
oped� increasingly� swift� and�maneuverable�hulls.� In�2007,� the�
Gators refined their reverse rake stern to further optimize hydro-
dynamic�performance,�and�integrated�components�of�previous�
designs to fit new parameters (University of Florida 2007). One 
of�the�most�outstanding�features�of�“Gladigator”�(see�Figure�6)�
was�its�radical�asymmetry.

The� Gators� synthesized� the� bow� and� stern� rockers� with� a�
soft�chine�designed�to�allow�their�teams�to�obtain�the�optimum�
balance� of� speed,� stability,� and� agility.�The� soft� chines� in� the�
bow� reduced� the� section� area� which� helped� to� minimize� the�
wetted surface area in this region... where flow is more laminar 
and,�as�a�result,�frictional�resistance�higher.

The� team’s� predecessors� observed� unexpected� sluggish-
ness�off�the�starting�line�due�to�a�truncated�reversed�rake�stern.�
To� combat� this,� “Gladigator”� was� designed� with� a� reversed�
rake� stern� that� came� to� an� edge� rather� than� an�oblique�plane.�
This� more� closely� resembled� modern� crew� shells� rather� than�
America’s Cup yachts. The refinement allowed Florida’s hull 
to�maintain�superior�hydraulic�performance�while�still�allowing�
it to function efficiently at a variety of water levels as would a 
traditional�canoe�hull.

The�Gators�conducted�small-scale�tests�of�various�bow�and�
stern modifications to validate their new design. Hull engineers 
constructed�a�basswood�model�at�1/6th�scale�with�interchange-
able�resin�bows�and�sterns.�The�team�placed�each�desired�bow�
and stern combination in a hydraulic flume and pulled the model 
through�the�water�by�using�a�falling�weight.�Six�to�ten�trials�were�

conducted� for� each� combination� with� three� different� weights.�
At� constant� velocity,� hydraulic� drag� force� on� the� model� was�
equal�to�the�weight�of�the�falling�mass.�Therefore,�all�tests�run�
with�a�given�falling�mass�were�subjected�to�identical�hydraulic�
forces… so that the fastest model exhibited the highest effi-
ciency.�In�the�end,�Wisconsin�scored�22.9�out�of�a�possible�2��
points� in� the� water� at� the� 2007� NCCC;� beating� Florida,� who�
scored�21.9�points,�by�only�one�point.

Hull�design�is�not�the�only�area�where�breakthroughs�have�
been� made.� During� past� competitions,� teams� have� developed�
new� strategies� for� everything� from� concrete� mix� design� to�
mold and canoe construction. The “best product” fielded by the 
University of Nevada – Reno at the 2007 NCCC is a case in 
point.�As� illustrated� in�Fig.�7,� the� team�relied�on�an�elaborate�
spring�loaded�system�to�pretension�their�canoe.�The�16�tendons,�
which�carried�a�total�load�of�20.3�kN�(�.�6�kip),�were�used�in�
combination with pre-placed dual-layer carbon fiber reinforce-
ment� and� monolithic� concrete� casting� (University� of� Nevada�
– Reno 2007).

While� building� their� boats,� other� teams� have� discovered�
unique ways to design, produce, and construct efficient, light-
weight� thin-walled�composite� sections�of� reinforced�concrete.�
The�same�techniques,�which�they�used�to�produce�a�strong,�fast�
craft,�may�one�day�be�applied�to�repair�infrastructure,�construct�
affordable�housing,�and�even�build�shelters� in�space.�In�2007,�
for�example,�Cal�Poly�-�San�Luis�Obispo�won�the�Excellence�in�
Design�Award…�for�their�inlay�system�(see�Figure�8)�while�the�
University�of�Wisconsin�-�Platteville�won�the�Anthony�P.�Crest�
Award� for� Innovation…� for� use� of� contraction� joints� in� their�
mold�(see�Figure�9).

Students�are�very�creative�and�often�use�the�national�forum�
to� showcase� new� developments� in� concrete� mixture� design�
and�reinforced�concrete�construction.�Some�of�their�ideas�may�
seem a bit bizarre at first but, upon further inspection, they may 
underlie� potential� new� business� opportunities� and� represent�
substantial�breakthroughs�in�cementitious�technology.�

Figure 6. Florida’s “Gladigator.”

Figure 7. Nevada - Reno won the “Best Product” category 
at the 2007 NCCC
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In� 2007,� for� example,� Parker� Sloan,� a� student� from� the�
University� of� Western� Kentucky� showed� up� with� an� electric�
guitar�made�of�reinforced�concrete�(see�Figure�10).�The�instru-
ment� had� a� very� unique� sound� and� the� effort� may� lead� to� a�
completely�new� industry…�notwithstanding�potential� applica-
tions�that�could�involve�acoustical�control�in�cementitious�struc-
tures�ranging�from�the�enhancement�of�sound�in�movie�theaters�

to�the�dampening�of�it�in�commercial�aircraft.

Unfortunately,�many�early�innovations�were�lost�to�a�wider�
audience,� since� the� students� who� developed� them� moved� on�
to�other� assignments� and�media� coverage�was�marginal.�Very�
often,� their� technical� reports� went� unread� by� engineering��
professionals�mainly�because�the�documents�were�inaccessible�

Figure 8. Skye Orvis created and stained dozens of individual caricatures on a fiberglass scrim that her team, from Cal 
Poly-SLO, grouted into the bottom of their boat

Figure 9. The University of Wisconsin – Platteville won an 
award for innovation at the 2007 NCCC for incorporating 
contraction joints into their mold.

Figure 10. Parker Sloan provided entertainment during the 
product judging at the 2007 NCCC with a concrete guitar 
that he designed and built.
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(Gilbert�1996).�But�web�prowess�and�a�new�journal�exclusively�
devoted�to�concrete�canoeing�have�radically�changed�that.

ConcreteCanoe.org and Concrete Canoe 
Magazine

� Launched�on�August�28,�2001�by�Team�UAH,�as�their�
major� contribution� to� the� 1�0th� anniversary� celebration� of�
the�American� Society� of� Civil� Engineers,� ConcreteCanoe.org�
is� arguably� the� largest� and� most� comprehensive� data� base� on�
concrete�canoeing.�When�you�enter�through�the�site’s�gateway,�
you’ll find links to participants, data bases, design reports, 
libraries,� photo� galleries,� video� promotions,� tips,� and� feature�
articles.� Portions� of� the� site� are� co-hosted� and� maintained� by�
UW – Madison, Nevada – Reno, and Laval. Other schools, such 
as� Clemson,� Oklahoma� State� University,� and� UC� –� Berkeley,�
frequently� supply� competition� statistics� and� updates� on� their�
team’s� competition� readiness.� So� whether� you’re� building�
a� concrete� canoe� just� for� fun,� or� aspiring� to� become�a�power�
player�at�the�national�level,�this�site�may�be�for�you!

� The�underlying�goal�of�ConcreteCanoe.org�is�to�allow�
people�that�compete�in�concrete�canoe�competitions�throughout�
the�world�to�showcase�their�efforts.�At�the�same�time,�the�orga-
nizers� hoped� to� educate,� interest,� and� involve� their� visitors�
in� designing,� building,� and� racing� these� unique� crafts.� By� all�
measures,�these�efforts�have�been�successful.�The�most�visited�
partitions� are:� “Concrete� Canoe� Web� Sites”� and� “For� the�
Record.” The latter includes statistics for all twenty of the U.S. 
National�Concrete�Canoe�Competitions�(Team�UAH�2007).�

Concrete�Canoe�Magazine�(CCM)�began�operations�in�2006.�
Developed�by�Laval�alumni,�their�main�objective�was�to�publish�
relevant� information� on� new� techniques� and� breakthroughs�
made� by� different� teams� or� individuals.�With� a� circulation� of�
about�6�000�the�magazine�allows�concrete�canoe�enthusiasts�and�
former�participants�to�share�experiences.�The�forum�also�offers�
an excellent opportunity for current students to refine their 
communication�skills�by�writing� technical�papers� for� refereed�
publication.

An International Craze

By� searching� the� web� or� browsing� through� CCM,� it� is�
evident�that�concrete�canoeing�has�become�an�international�craze�
[Young�and�Gilbert�2007].�Visitors/readers�can�touch�base�with�
teams�in�countries�ranging�from�the�United�States�and�Canada�
to�Germany,�South�Africa,�Japan,�Holland,�and�the�United�Arab�
Emirates.� Many� of� these� efforts� are� long� standing,� beginning�
shortly after concrete canoeing was first introduced in Urbana 
by�Dr.�Kessler.

Concrete�canoe�competitions�were�reportedly�organized� in�
Canada� by� Sheridan� College� and� Seneca� College� during� the�
mid-’70s...�but�interest�in�the�sport�dwindled�by�1980.�It�wasn’t�

until�the�École�de�Technologie�Supérieure�(ETS)�was�founded�in�
Montreal�in�199��that�concrete�canoe�competitions�were�reintro-
duced.�ETS�hosted���competitions�before�other�schools�took�the�
lead. Rotation began in 1998 with Sherbrooke, Queen’s, Laval, 
and�Toronto�serving�as�the�hosts�of�what�has�now�become�the�
Canadian�National�Concrete�Canoe�Competition�(CNCCC).

Nowadays,� the� Canadian� rules� are� based� on� the� U.S.�
Nationals;�and,�10�to�1��universities�from�six�different�provinces�
meet�every�year.�In�2007,�the�Université�de�Sherbrooke�success-
fully defended their title. The final sprint races were covered 
live�via�the�web�by�Canada’s�Discovery�Channel.�The�webcast�
could�be�viewed�all�over�the�world�although�re-broadcasts�were�
limited�to�restrictions�and�were�not�available�in�some�countries.

This�landmark�coverage�was�hosted�by�“Survivorman”�Les�
Stroud who did a great job. A wilderness survival instructor, film-
maker,�and�musician,�Les’�award-winning�work�has�chronicled�
his�knack�for�getting�into�the�most�extreme�wilderness�situations�
on�Earth,�then�living�to�tell�the�tale.�His�stories�(always�caught�
on film) have seen him appear on TV across North America, 
including� a� recent� episode� of� The� View.� Hopefully� the� 2008�
CNCCC,�to�be�held�in�Halifax�and�hosted�by�Dalhousie�Univer-
sity,�will�enjoy�similar�coverage.

Concrete�canoe�races�are�not�limited�to�North�America�and�
have�been� taking�place�on�other�continents�such�as�Africa�for�
some� time� now.� The� racing� season� typically� begins� there� in�
September.�The�most� recent� event�was�held� at� the�Germiston�
Lake�Club�and�sponsored�by�the�Concrete�Society�of�Southern�
Africa.

Concrete� canoe� racing� began� in� Japan� in� 199�.� Currently,�
several�competitions�are�held�throughout�the�country.�The�Japa-
nese�Nationals�are�sponsored�by�the�Japanese�Society�of�Civil�
Engineers and held every year in Saiko. The rules are signifi-
cantly� different� from� those� formulated� in� the� United� States.�
Canoes� for� the� 2007� 13th� Annual� Japanese� Nationals,� for�
example,�were�limited�in�length�to��.0�meters.

Concrete�canoe� racing�began� in� the�United�Arab�Emirates�
(UAE)�in�200�.�The�competition�was�hosted�by�the�Abu�Dhabi�
Men’s�College�and�held�at�the�Hiltonia�Beach�Club�in�Abu�Dhabi.�
Seven teams, representing five universities (The University of 
Sharjah,�American�University�of�Sharjah,�Dubai�Men’s�College,�
and�Abu�Dhabi�Men’s�College),�participated�and�a� team�from�
the�American�University�Sharjah�won�the�competition.

Concrete� canoe� racing� began� in� the� Netherlands� in� the�
‘70s�and�the�2007�competition�marked�the�30th�offering.�That�
competition�was�hosted�by�the�University�of�Twente�and�run�in�
cooperation�with�the�Netherlands�Concrete�Association�(Beton-
vereniging). There are typically more than 40 boats in the field 
and�races�are�set�up�differently�from�those�in�the�United�States.�
They�are�currently�run�over�a�straight�200�m�sprint�course�and�
a� triangular� �00� m� distance� course.� But�ASCE� and�ACI� co-
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sponsored�the�winner�of�the�2007�NCCC�to�compete�on�behalf�
of� the�United�States…�and� the�2007�NCCC�champs� from� the�
University�of�Wisconsin�–�Madison�emerged�victorious�in�the�
competition.

Concrete�canoe�racing�began�in�Germany�in�1986�when�the�
first competition was held at Limburg an der Lahn. Competitions 
were�held�every�two�years�until�2002.�Then�after�a� three�year�
lag,�the�competition�was�reinstated�in�2003�at�Heidelberg.�The�
most recent event, the 11th Deutsche Betonkanu-Regatta was 
held�in�2007�at�Hanover.�In�addition�to�conventional�concrete�
canoes,�the�competition�traditionally�features�an�open�class.

One�of�the�most�competitive�and�successful�schools�in�this�
competition,�especially� in� the�open�class,� is� the�University�of�
Dresden. Although their first concrete canoe is officially traced 
back� to� 1992,� rumor� has� it� that� students� there� built� a� boat� in�
1988 that they raced at the Beton Kanoe Race in Amsterdam. 
But�critics� feel� that� this� is�unlikely,� since� the�Berlin�wall�and�
iron�curtain�were�still� in�place�at� that� time,� thereby�making� it�
difficult for the team to compete.

Figure 11 shows one of Dresden’s amazing floating concrete 
structures.� The� ingenious� craft� shown� at� the� left,� called� the�
“Drehsden”�(“Dreh”� is�German�for� rotate),�was�designed�as�a�
paddlewheel�and�won�the�open�class�in�200�.�It�currently�rests�
peacefully�on�the�Dresden�University�campus�(center)�as�a�trea-
sured�work�of�art.�But�the�artist’s�rendition�at�the�right�depicts�
how�“concrete�structures�may�go� from�the�stone�age� to�space�
age”...�and,�by�all�measurable�standards,�they�are�doing�just�that�
[University�of�Alabama�Press�2001].

Going for the Gold.... 

In� an� unprecedented� move,� the� organizers� of� the� 2007�
German Regatta announced that the top three finishers in both 
the� men’s� and� women’s� races� would� automatically� qualify� to�
paddle�against�the�world�champions�at�WM�2007�held�August�
8-12�in�Duisburg.�With�only�one�year�to�go�before�the�Summer�

Olympics (Beijing, August 8-24, 2008), the field at WM 2007 
was� the� largest� yet...� with� teams� representing� 80� different�
nations.

Wouldn’t� it� be� wonderful� if� a� concrete� canoe� team� quali-
fied for the Olympics? Chances are that there will be some 
very�serious�concrete�canoe�teams�reading�this�article...�and�if�
people�are�calling�you�crazy�for�thinking�of�going�for�the�gold�
by�paddling�your�concrete�canoe�in�Beijing,�check�out�the�theme�
that�underlies�the�Olympics�(see�Figure�12).�The�fact�is�that�you�
won’t�be�alone�in�your�dreams.

One�thing�is�certain...�If�you’ve�read�this�article�to�this�point,�
I�think�it’s�safe�to�say�that�you’re�suffering�from�concrete�canoe�
fever!� The� funny� thing� is� that� no� one� seems� to� be� seeking� a�
cure...� and� I� wouldn’t�worry� about� infecting�others...� because�
this� disease� has� become� one� of� epidemic� proportions.�With� a�
little�planning�and�international�cooperation,�a�world�champion-
ship�could�be�held�in�the�near�future.�Meanwhile,�we�may�see�
some�of�the�competitors�on�the�podium�in�2008!�

Conclusion

Concrete�canoeing�has�come�a�long�way�in�the�past�thirty-
five years… to the point at which it has become an interna-
tional�epidemic.�The�infection�is�so�widespread�that�there�is�no�
cure.�It’s�time�to�encourage�international�cooperation�so�that�a�
uniform�set�of�rules�can�be�formulated.�Then,�with�some�global�
planning,�establish�a�date,�location,�and�host�for�a�world�meet…�
to�allow�the�second�undisputed�Concrete�Canoe�Champion�of�
the�World�to�be�crowned.

Figure 11. Cementitious concoctions such as Dresden’s “Drehsden” command attention (left), inspire thought (center), and 
stimulate imagination (right)

Figure 12. The 2008 Summer Olympics… “One World One 
Dream.”
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For�you�skeptics�that�don’t�believe�that�this�can�happen,�just�
remember�what�Walt�Disney�once�said:�“If�you�can�dream�it,�you�
can�do�it.”�We’ve�already�made�concrete�canoeing�a�reality…�
now,�it’s�time�to�get�serious�and�take�the�sport�to�a�new�level!

 Biography

Dr.�John�A.�Gilbert�is�an�avid�canoeist�
who paddled his first concrete canoe while 
teaching� at� the� University� of� Wisconsin�
–� Milwaukee…� more� than� 30� years� ago.�
He� served� as� a� co-faculty� advisor� for� the�
ASCE� Student� Chapter� at� the� Univer-
sity�of�Alabama�in�Huntsville�for� the�past�
22� years.� John� won� the� only� two� faculty�
races officially held for points at the 
NCCC� in� 199�� (200� m� sprint)� and� 1996�

(200�m�slalom)…�the�199��faculty� race�was�cancelled�due� to�
adverse� weather� conditions.� He� has� written� many� articles� on�
concrete�canoeing�and�currently� serves�as� the�web�master� for��
ConcreteCanoe.org.
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